TRAINING

MANUAL

FULL TRAINING MANUAL
DOWNLOAD THE MOBILE APP TO READ
FULL TRAINING MANUAL AND GET FREE
workout plans
GUN-EX® Training Mobile app includes:
* Training manual - basic use, accessories, basic exercises. Get the
most out of your training tool.
* Ready-to-use workouts of several different levels of difficulty
prepared by GUN-eX® master trainers. Separate workouts for
individual and group training.
* New workouts added on regular basis.
* Workout builder - create your own workout timers.
* GUN-EX® education courses schedule.
iPhone

Android

FREE FOR IPHONE AND ANDROID

Scan QR code or visit your app store and search for “gunex”
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CREATE YOUR OWN WORKOUT
1

Go to “My Workouts” screen and tap on the + sign in top
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Select training type. “Single sided” if you have 1 person per

right corner or on “Create new workout” button.

set of ropes, “Double sided” if you train in pairs and have 2
people per set of ropes.
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Select timer type.
Set the length of your workout and rest intervals. For
ladder and pyramid timers there is also “Step” - workout
interval is going to be increased or decreased by this
number each following exercise.
Number of exercises and rounds will determine length of
your workout.
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Tap on the + buttons to add exercises to your workout.
You can add same exercise multiple times. Don’t worry
if you add too much or too little, you can always add,
remove, or reorder exercises later.
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On “Workout overview” screen you can review or change
all settings of your workout. Down below is list of exercises
added to your workout.
Tap “Add new” to add more, tap “Reorder” to change
order.
Swipe left to remove exercise or edit it’s description.
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Tap “Reorder” button and then drag exercises up and
down to change their order. Tap “Done” when you are
satisfied. Tap “Save” in top right corner to finalize your
workout.

EDUCATION COURSES
STRENGTH & POWER FOUNDATION COURSE
One day course covering training with strength & power
training tools (COBRA and MINI COBRA).

GUNNING Group Training Course
Learn how to prepare small group training session with COBRA and MINI COBRA
tools, how to effectively cue the session and how to deliver the correct training
session to clients of different fitness levels in the fitness facility or bootcamp area.

Elastic Resistance Trainer Course
One day course covering training with foundational elastic
resistance tools QUATTRO START and QUATTRO PRO.

GUN-EX® Operational Physical Preparation Course
Course for military and law enforcement personnel. How to stay in shape and be
physically ready for specific tasks and missions.
Use the GUN-EX® mobile app to get more information about education
courses and dates or visit www.gun-ex.com/training

GUNNING™ group training by GUN-EX is a HIIT solution for freelance trainers, bootcamp
trainers, fitness clubs, chains and gyms for their group and small group sessions. It is also
used as a part of specific conditioning program in sport clubs and teams like basketball, football,
soccer, ice-hockey etc...
GUNNING™ combines athletic performance training with HIIT into one effective training routine.
Group exercise with elastic ropes
Recommended group size:
Usually up to 20 people
Short effective classes
Session is 30 minutes long
(possible to fit 2 classes within 1 hour)
Team training
More engaging and more fun exercise
High client satisfaction and retention rate

WARRANTY AND SAFETY
GUN-eX® DISCLAIMERS. WARRANTY. SAFETY PROCEDURES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR GUN-eX® PRODUCTS.
Pay attention to the instructions below for maximum product life-time. Their nonobservance can decrease the product life-time, cause injuries and will void
the warranty!
WARRANTY
The warranty time of GUN-eX® products is 24 months from the day of their sale as consumer limited warranty. For commercial limited warranty time is 12
months from the day of their sale. The producer (Krankfitness s.r.o.) has the right to determine, if the product is repairable, if it will be replaced for new one
or refund the purchase price to the original purchaser.
This warranty covers defects in manufacture and materials in brand new GUN-eX® products purchased through GUN-eX headquarters or an authorized reseller.
Inappropriate or improper use of the GUN-eX® product including but not limited to the following acts, shall void the warranty: leaving the GUN-eX® product
outdoors in extreme weather conditions (heat cold, precipitation) for extended periods of time, sawing the rope back and forth, causing excessive friction
on the anchor strap due to improper setup or use, performing exercises in a way that causes the rope to make contact with the sharp edge and any other
actions that would not be deemed normal use. Notice of such defect must be promptly given to the seller of the product (said seller must either be GUN-eX®
certified approved Distributor or Dealer or other group or person authorized by Krankfitness s.r.o. company). Correction shall be either replacement of the
product or repair thereof, in the sole discretion of GUN-eX® manufacturer Krankfitness s.r.o. Correction of the said product shall constitute complete fulfillment of all liabilities of GUN-eX® brand (Krankfitness s.r.o.) with respect to the quality of the product(s) purchased. This warranty shall not cover any damage
or condition determined by GUN-eX® (Krankfitness s.r.o.) to be caused by carelessness, negligence, neglect misuse and/or unreasonable use, normal wear
and tear, or failure to properly maintain the product or unauthorized repairs or any modifications thereof. Under no circumstances shall Krankfitness s.r.o.
be held responsible for any damages suffered, including but not limited to incidental or consequential damages, medical expenses, temporary or permanent
injuries suffered as a result of the use of the product. If said use did not conform to the below described safety standards and/or if said damages were due to
the negligence of the user and/or the result of any repair, adjustments or modifications to the product(s) that were not authorized, in writing, by Krankfitness
s.r.o. The foregoing warranty and disclaimer is exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties of quality, whether written, oral or implied (including any warranty
of merchantability or fitness for the purpose).

• The GUN-eX® COBRA expandability is up to 12m / 40 feet (up to the length of its safety covering). In case of expansion to the length longer than 12m (40 feet),
the covering will be damaged. The producer is not responsible for damages in this case and the warranty is automaticaly cancelled.
• The GUN-eX® MINI COBRA expandability is up to 8m / 26 feet (up to the length of its safety covering). In case of expansion to the length longer than 8m (26
feet), the covering will be damaged. The producer is not responsible for damages in this case and the warranty is automaticaly cancelled.
• The GUN-eX® QUATTRO START and GUN-eX® QUATTRO PRO expandability is up to 4m / 13 feet (up to the length of its safety covering). In case of expansion to
the length longer than 4m (13 feet), the covering will be damaged. The producer is not responsible for damages in this case and the warranty is automaticaly
cancelled.
• The product is only for above the mentioned purposes of this instruction manual or under profesional trainer guidance. Every athlete and trainer must read
all the condition mentioned in this instruction manual.
SAFETY PROCEDURES AND INSTRUCTIONS
There is risk assumed by individuals who use this type of sport equipment. It is your responsibility to take proper care of your GUN-eX® products. To minimize
risk, please strictly adhere to the following GUN-eX® training system Instructions.
User assumes the risk of injury and all liability resulting from the use of the GUN-eX® products.
Consult your physician or medical doctor before using this or any type of exercise program or fitness regimen. Exercise at your own risk. The producer is not
reponsible for eventual injuries, damages or medical expenses.
Store in dry places. Protect againts sharp or chemically agressive materials.
Inspect the GUN-eX® products daily and before each and every time you use the GUN-eX® products. Tighten all loose connections/ ropes/ belts/ carabiners
handles/ accessories and replace worn parts immediately before any further use of the product(s). Failure to do so may result in serious injury. Always attach
the GUN-eX® products to a secure, strong and stable anchor point. When using the GUN-eX® products on any piece of fitness equipment (or any object not already permanently attached to the ground), make sure that piece is bolted to the floor or similar permanent anchor point so that it cannot tip. Always perform
a weight test to determine the strength/ integrity of your chosen anchor point BEFORE using the GUN-eX® products.
Wear appropriate fitness/workout clothing suitable for this type of exercise program when using the GUN-eX® products. GUN-eX® products are not a toy nor
should it be used as a toy of any sort or kind. Under no circumstances, whatsoever, should children under the age of 18 use or be allowed to use the GUN-eX®
products without constant and mindful adult supervision. DO NOT use on or near a wet or slippery surface. Be sure of your footing before you begin exercising. Make sure that you have sufficient room, free of encumbrances, in order to perform all physical maneuvers required for proper use of the product(s).
Nobody should stand between anchoring point and person who is training with the products. Never let go the ropes when are under the tension.
Safeguard the GUN-eX® products from the elements when not in use. Prolonged exposure to sunlight, dampness, inclement or severe weather conditions,
extremely cold or hot temperatures and extreme shifts in temperature, can weaken the components of the GUN-eX® products.

www.gun-ex.com

facebook.com/gunextrainingsystem
twitter.com/gunextraining

info@gun-ex.com

youtube.com/gunextrainingsystem
instagram.com/gunextraining
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